Sonneninsel Usedom

Presseinformation
Maritime Usedom
The waters around Usedom are popular with lovers of water sports. A
total of 38 large and small marinas or ports promise best conditions and
offer a wide choice of berthing places. Some have modern 5-starstandard, but you can also find small hidden natural harbours and
resting places for canoe campers. The best known marinas of the island
are those in Ückeritz, Zinnowitz, Krummin, Karlshagen, Peenemünde,
Kröslin on the mainland and the harbour of the Polish Świnoujście.
Those without a boat of their own don’t have to be left stranded. Cruising
trips are on offer both on the Baltic Sea and on the Achterwasser
Lagoon. Zeesenboot-trips start in the harbour of Krummin and
excursions with the sailboat “Weiße Düne” put out to sea from
Neppermin, Karlshagen or Wolgast. Motor vessels set off from Stagnieß,
Zinnowitz and Peenemünde or from the piers of the Three Imperial
Spas.

Chartering Electric Yachts on Usedom
Whether visitors like it sporting and dynamic with a harpoon in hand or
elegant and secluded, the waters of Usedom can be explored on a hired
e-vessel, environmentally sound and without license. All boat types of
Wasserlinie Häfen GmbH may be recharged at stopovers in ports and
marinas. The base for such trips is situated in the marina of Ückeritz.
With e-vessels you can also put into harbour at Stagnieß, Balm and
Neppermin. Additionally in these harbours you have the opportunity to
hire a boat with a skipper for individual outings round and about the
island.

Usedom Tourismus GmbH (UTG) is the official Marketing Company of
the island of Usedom. As a comprehensive service provider for the
tourist industry of Usedom, the regional authorities and their
institutions dealing with tourism, the UTG realizes the destination
marketing for the island of Usedom at home and abroad. It runs the
destination portal, a booking center and is contact for supra-regional
public relations activities of the island of Usedom.
www.usedom.de, flug.usedom.de, kurzurlaub.usedom.de
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